clearly do have a period of primary intersubjectivity [9] , which appears to last for a few weeks after birth; chimpanzees have a period of primary intersubjectivity, which appears to last several months after birth; humans have a period of primary intersubjectivity, which lasts through the first half year of life. The developmental period when primary intersubjectivity is active appears to differ dramatically across primates, and perhaps relates to differences in the complexity and/or flexibility of communication.
Primary intersubjectivity may function similarly across primates, allowing for emotional engagements in support of early communicative interactions. Psychologists were surprised by the discoveries of primary intersubjectivity in human infants. Even developmental psychologists, however, were surprised by the discoveries of primary intersubjectivity in chimpanzees. Now it is comparative psychologists and biologists who are challenged to become engaged with this important discovery of primary intersubjectivity in rhesus macaques [9] . These findings support the conclusion that primary intersubjectivity evolved more than 30 million years ago in a common ancestor of Old World monkeys, apes, and humans. 
Jeffrey G. Lawrence
The first century of post-Pasteur microbiology saw rapid movement to investigate the properties and capabilities of microorganisms, elucidating their roles in fermentation, nitrogen fixation, photosynthesis, decomposition and pathogenesis. The strength of these studies stemmed from isolated cultivation of candidate organisms so that their contributions could be assessed independent of interactions with, or interference from, surrounding cells. Indeed, one of Koch's postulates requires that an infecting bacterium should be able to initiate the course of the disease it is attributed to causing.
Yet not all biological processes can be explained through the actions of organisms acting alone. Over the past few decades, microbiologists have embraced a view of microbes within the context of their communities, where they act as members of multicellular consortia capable of actions and impacts unachievable by individuals. Density-dependent signaling is often observed in single species communities, such as the coordinated production of light by Vibrio within host squids [1] . Signaling between Myxobacteria cells allows them to act as coordinated swarms in the digestion of shared food sources and creation of fruiting bodies [2] . Developmental cooperation has been extended to bacteria traditionally regarded as soloists, such as natural isolates of Bacillus subtilus acting to create complex fruiting bodies [3] . Both intraspecific and interspecific cooperation is seen among biofilm and microbial mat partners -for example, during interspecies hydrogen transfer -and interspecies communication may spur the production of alarmones such as Autoinducer 2 [4] .
Nogueira et al. [5] , reporting in this issue of Current Biology, have pushed this idea even further, examining the cooperative use of proteins using Escherichia coli as a model system. Bacteria produce a wide range of products which are presented to, or excreted into, the external environment. Like other functions, the benefits reaped by the cell -such as degradation of foodstuffs too large or too dangerous to import, acquisition of difficult-to-acquire nutrients, or interaction with eukaryotic cells -must outweigh the costs of performing them. As these proteins act outside of the cells, multiple cells may cooperate together, sharing the costs and reaping potentially synergistically larger benefits. Thus, secreted proteins are considered 'public goods' which can benefit multiple members of the bacterial community.
Yet such public goods provide benefits to all physically-proximate organisms, while conferring costs only on the organisms that produce them (Figure 1 ). Organisms that benefit from public goods while not contributing to their costs are commonly termed 'cheaters'. The presence of cheaters can reduce the benefits enjoyed by the cooperating cells. If the benefits fall below the costs incurred, the cooperating behavior cannot be maintained by selection and the genes encoding these functions will be lost. Models for the maintenance of cooperative behavior among unrelated individuals face the same hurdle: how to curtail exploitation of the system by cheaters who do not pay their entry fee (donation of public goods) but reap the benefits provided by others.
One way to circumvent this problem is for cooperation to occur between related individuals. Providing a benefit to related organisms increases one's own 'inclusive fitness' [6, 7] . This phenomenon is termed 'kin selection' and explains remarkable examples of cooperation in both eukaryotes -the communal lifestyle of social insects, for example -and prokaryotes [8] . Nogueira et al. [5] add a twist to this line of reasoning by speculating that cooperating organisms may convert 'cheaters' into well-behaved community members via horizontal gene transfer: the rampant exchange of genes within and across species boundaries. In this scenario, cheaters do arise, but they can be converted into in-group members when genes encoding cooperative functions are mobilized between cells. Gene transfer serves to increase the relatedness of group members, allowing kin selection to explain the maintenance of cooperative behavior that is too costly to explain otherwise.
Nogueira et al. [5] tested their case using the rich within-species dataset of 20 complete genome sequences from strains of E. coli. Here, cooperation is equated to the common use of excreted proteins. The primary piece of evidence offered is that genes encoding secreted products -that is, those shared among multiple individuals -are apparently lost and regained far more often than genes encoding private, cytoplasmic proteins. Therefore, the authors conclude that the transfer of genes between individuals reinforces cooperation by increasing the relatedness of potentially cooperating individuals; while cooperating individuals could be distantly-related strains or even members of different species, they would share the genes encoding the cooperative behavior, thus allowing kin selection to operate. This is an interesting observation, and consistent with the scenario described. Nogueira et al. [5] uncovered a clear gradient in protein cost, whereby excreted proteins preferentially utilize amino acids which are less expensive to synthesize than periplasmic proteins, and periplasmic proteins are more expensive to synthesize than cytoplasmic proteins; a similar gradient holds true for membrane proteins. This gradient in cost reflects the ability of a cell to recover a protein and recycle it. While this does not speak directly to whether the cell cooperates with its neighbor -a bacterium that is acting alone in excreting an exoenzyme will fail to recover that protein for recycling and would be better served by using more inexpensive parts -it does strongly suggest that the cost/benefit ratio of secreted proteins lies very close to the 'tipping point', so that reducing biosynthetic costs provides a significant advantage. Any increase in benefit recovery (via kin selection) could move the cost/benefit ratio across the tipping point.
Kin selection is very likely to be a strong force helping maintain genes encoding secreted factor even in the absence of gene transfer. Bacteria are not randomly mixed; E. coli's neighbors in the intestinal lumen will be brethren produced from common (great) n -grandparents. Because cell division places daughter cells adjacent to one another, 'public goods' will be shared most frequently between members of a clone. The mechanistic question posed by Nogueira et al.'s [5] model is whether gene transfer can convert neighboring cells into 'relatives' at a rate sufficient to minimize their depletion of the public goods. It is not clear that individuallevel selection is not sufficient to explain the data. First, we expect the genes under strong selection to be retained most readily; these would fail to show a history of loss and reacquisition. Genes under weak selection would be those detected by Nogueira et al. [5] , and these may be biased towards those encoded secreted proteins since their cost is large relative to their diluted benefits. Alternatively, genes encoding external and secreted proteins are often subject to frequency-dependent and/or diversifying selection, both of which may lead to gene loss and reacquisition [9] . It is very difficult to determine if the benefits recovered by individual cells fail to exceed the costs, therefore requiring kin selection to make up the difference. There is an association between genes encoding secreted proteins and integrases and they are more often found in recombination 'hotspots'. This would be expected if this were a mechanism for gene reacquisition, following from their first observation. Yet it does not address the question of relative cost and benefit.
How is cooperation enforced? If kin selection were to provide sufficient benefit to maintain cooperation, then enforcement is not necessary. Yet Nogueira et al. [5] offer an addition route, whereby addiction modules weed out cheaters. These genetic elements are easily acquired but difficult to lose, as their deletion from the genome can be lethal (hence 'addiction' of the cell to their presence) [10] . A common example is bacterial restriction/modification genes: acquisition of the genes is easy, but sudden loss can be lethal as the longer-lived restriction enzyme begins to degrade genomic DNA that is left unprotected by its cognate modification enzyme. The authors find an association between genes encoding secreted proteins and those belonging to addiction modules. Therefore, sudden loss of genes encoding social traits could also remove the addiction module, resulting in cell death; thus, this association enforces cooperation by preventing recidivism (Figure 1 ). The association between social genes and addiction modules may simply reflect the transit of both elements on extrachromosomal elements; it remains to be seen if a social gene's proximity to an addiction module has a meaningful impact on its frequency in the population.
As a whole, Nogueira et al. [5] A recent study of a child born with one cerebral hemisphere has revealed an extreme developmental reorganization of visual cortex. Self-organizing visual maps demonstrate a surprisingly flexible restructuring in response to cortical loss.
Alyssa A. Brewer
Primate visual cortex consists of multiple maps of visual space which follow the organization of the retina -hence these maps are termed retinotopic [1] . Under normal conditions, these retinotopic maps are stable throughout life; however, there are several examples of how these retinotopic cortical maps can be altered by genetic mutations and/or early visual experience [2] [3] [4] . A recent study by Muckli et al. [5] provides a striking illustration of the flexibility of the development of these retinotopic maps in human visual cortex. In their case study, a 10 year old girl presents with a congenital loss of her right cerebral hemisphere but with a visual field of view that
